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Imagine starting the new decade on Jan 1, 2020

with abundant energy, a sense of achievement,

feeling healthy and organised knowing that you

set yourself up for success. Wouldn't that make

you the Christmas gift that keeps on giving?

Organised By Christmas is for people who:

have a lot on their plate

need to be organised because they are

organising others - family, team members,

community, customers

want to contribute more in 2020 and know

that careful planning is 70% of the secret to 

 success

want a DIY manual to coach themselves 
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Organised By Christmas 2019 brought to you by 

Brigitte Johnosn and Dr Michael Carr-Gregg



STRATEGIES TO 
 HELP YOU BE AT
YOUR BEST AND

PLAY TO YOUR
STRENGTHS  
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Be the change
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“To a disciple who was forever complaining

about others, the Master said, ‘If it is peace you

want, seek to change yourself, not other

people. It is easier to protect your feet with

slippers than to carpet the whole of the earth.’”

 

— Anthony de Mello
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STRESSMAS

IS IT ANY WONDER THE FESTIVE SEASON IS ALSO KNOWN

AS STRESSMAS?

FINANCIAL FALLOUT
FATIGUE

BREAK UPS
MENTAL STRESS

DEADLINES
PRESENTEEISM

OVER INDULGING
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THE PAIN OF STRESSMAS

Aussies Spend 

$25BIL at Christmas
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Gifts
40%

Travel 
26.7%

Decorations
13.3%

Food
13.3%

Wrapping Paper
6.7%

Mental I l l-health costs:

$10.9 BIL /an

Presenteeism
55.7%

Absenteeism
42.9%

Comp Claims
1.3%

Calls to helplines 

up 40% 

 

Domestic Violence calls up

20%

 

December has been the

worst for road trauma over

the past 29 years.  

 

Heart Attacks spike on Dec

30

 

January = known as mariage

separation month
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THE PAIN OF YOUR
CHRISTMAS
CHAOS
FINANCIAL COSTS
How much money do you spend on downloads, fines, last minute gift

buying, wrapping paper, refunds, medication? 

TIME COSTS
How many hours per week do you waste searching for files, duplicating

work, sorting items, catching up on meetings you missed, running late? 

EMOTIONAL COSTS
Step families and separated families?   Grief and loss.  Arguments and

fights.  In-laws and out-laws. Ex partners. Drunken uncles. People you are

forced to spend time with.  

PROFESSIONAL AND SOCIAL COSTS
Office Christmas party chaos and embarassment.  Hangovers at work.  Running

late because of too many engagements, Traffic congestion.  Office politics. 

 Children on school holidays.  

 

ADD IT UP:
What's the cost of your Christmas Chaos?  Add up your financial costs, add up

the number of hours wasted per week and multiply it by 8 (two months) and

then by your hourly rate, That will give you a rough idea of the financial cost. 

 Then add the emotional, professional and personal costs.   
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The nine parts of Organised By
Christmas  
Getting Organised By Christmas is a tree with a number of branches to climb and at the top

of the tree is a gold star. 

 

Getting Organised By Christmas is based on the theory that we all have a finite amount of

energy at Christmas time and we make decisions about how we distribute that energy.    

 

Every branch on the Organised By Christmas tree represents a choice you can make to

remove the stressors, build resulience and create a sense of calm, purpose, space and joy. 

 

There are 9 parts to your Organised By Christmas approach.  Each has its own system and

you simply take the elements that you need to make up your own 'operating system'.     
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The eggs in the basket 
paradigm
The eggs in the basket paradigm states that you need to be kind to yourself by

putting psychological eggs in your own basket first.  

 

Imagine you are given 30 eggs each day and each of those eggs represents one

unit of your life's energy.  Each day we make conscious decisions about how we

are going to distribute these eggs into one of three 'baskets'.  Are you prioritising

yourself, your family or work? 

 

The problem is that we all have a finite number of eggs to distribute and we believe

that Christmas time is absolutely the right time to think carefully about how you are

choosing to allocate your eggs.  One's contribution to family and work will only ever

be as good if you look after yourself first.  

 

At O by C, we believe that the ultimate ratio is in fact 15 in your own basket, 10 in

family (however you choose to define it) and 5 in work.    

 

WHY?

 

By putting 15 eggs in your own basket, the  ten eggs you have for your family are

double-yolkers.    The five eggs left for work are solid gold.  Page 11



The O by C Christmas Egg
distribution model 
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The self basket The work basketThe 'family' basket
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Declaration 
Note: put these in your calendar

So here we are at the starting line.  There is a well known Chinese saying, "A journey of a thousand miles
begins with a single step" (And wherever your starting line happens to be, that’s absolutely perfect. There
is no ‘right place’ to start the Organised by Christmas journey.  You are where you are.  What’s most
important is to put one foot forward and to know where you’re going. 
 
The Organised By Christmas Promise:
 
*  I understand that my resources of time, energy and money are finite and I will do what I can with the
resources I have available.
*  I may feel painful emotions during the festive season and I will be mindful of those and take extra care of
myself. (We don't want you be at the mercy of your emotions. We want you to use them, to enjoy them,
diffuse and to dominate them).
*  I will have an accountability partner to work with.  My accountability partner is: _____________  Note: if
you don’t have one yet, pls jump straight onto the Facebook Group here and we will find you one. 
 
 
     

Accountability Partner signed:_____________________
 

Date:_____________

Signed:_____________________
 

Date:_____________
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Time to Play One step at a time...

Next steps: 
 

Choose your accountability Partner.  This person should be someone who will check in
with you and have time to chat to you each week. Contact them now.   
Inspiration and guidance. Come and join the Organised By Christmas community, where
we’ll be supporting your wellbeing journey and keeping you motivated, inspired and
organised throughout the season.
Create an Organised By Christmas project file.  This can be an electronic folder, a ring
binder or a magazine box and in it you will keep:

 
This planner (print it out if you like)
Inspiration you gather for charities you want to donate to
Inspiration you gather for ideas for gifts, cards, crafts, recipes, etc.  
Receipts and info for events, holidays, decorations, wrapping, outfits, etc.   

1.

2.

3.
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Part 1: Your snow globe

Create a clear picture of that which inspires and
motivates.
 

Reflect 1 .
The past is a valuable teacher when it comes to knowing where to find joy and what you want for you

and the family.  What did you learn from this past year, positive or otherwise?  

2. Create 
As Picasso said: "Every child is an artist, the problem is staying an artist when you grow up".  Go back

to your childhood and tap into your creative mindset.  What do you want to achieve in 2020? 

Who do you want to connect with?

What are your heath goals? 

What adventures do you want? 

3. Connect
See it, feel it, write it down, cut and paste it and connect with it daily.
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Health | Family | Relationships | Work | Contribution | Fun | Travel | Home

Your vision board 
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Part 2: Time flow

Move from dreaming to doing.    
 
6 meaningful ways to set your goals this
Christmas  

Work out what you want - not what you think you should

do.

What do you enjoy, can they help you achieve your

goals?

Start small, as are easier to achieve

Define your goals, make sure they are specific,

achievable and with an endpoint

Break it up, mini goals help you stay motivated

Set a time frame for achieving each mini goal

 

Top reasons people have for NOT achieving their
goals: 
 

goal posts moved, 
goal not clear enough, 
don't know where to start, 
don't agree with the goal, 
not my goal, 
not exciting enough, 
not challenging enough, 
too challenging.
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Part 2: Time flow

The O by C Top 3 

Organised By Christmas Goal # 1: 

 

 

 

 

Organised By Christmas Goal # 2

 

 

 

 

Organised By Christmas Goal # 3
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Part 2: Time flow 

Harness your precious time at Christmas  
 

 The most common issue people face when they know they need to get organised during the festive season is 'where

do I find the time?'  People ask: is it really possible to find 12 extra hours in my week when I'm rushing around trying

to do gift shopping, organising kids, dealing with the descending hordes of long lost relatives, office Christmas

parties, not to mention the traffic congestion? Add to that, the hundreds of messages, emails and school notices that

clamour for my attention.  The answer is a resounding YES.  

 

Don't let time be one of the reasons that you don't achieve what you want this Christmas.  We all start each day with

exactly the same number of minutes - 1440.  What differentiates those who succeed from those who don't is how

they spend those minutes.  You must always have time for yourself each day.   

 

Please review your calendar for the remaining few months of the year.  As you review it, answer these questions:

 

What end of year appointments do you need to make for yourself, in order to put 15 eggs in your own basket each

day?

What could I do if it didn't have to be perfect by 2020? 

What are the most important activities that I need to make time for in my diary that will save me time - e.g.

planning ahead, exercise, important conversations, setting up systems for getting things done?

 what can you delete, defer, delay or delegate?

What are my morning habits and rituals and do I need to revise them?  

Do I have a set time each day for handling emails and phone calls?  If not, what time is best for these? 

When I reverse engineer my year - i.e. do a backwards plan from the end of the year and work back to now, what

are some key activities I might need to plan or schedule?  

What activities can you batch?  I.e. cooking? errands?  meetings?    
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Part 3:  Energy Flow

NUTRITION
SLEEP
EXERCISE
MINDFULNESS
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Part 3:  Energy Flow
Earlier we talked about the dangers of diving into the festive season, not looking after self but
instead, going into what we call ‘martyr mode’. This is is how to run yourself into the ground,
making sure that everyone else’s yuletide needs are taken care of, and completely ignoring
your own.  
 
Putting eggs in to your own basket means meeting your own needs FIRST. 
 
This means ensuring your own needs for hydration, adequate sleep, good nutritious food,
exercise and mindfulness are met.  In other words we want you to take ownership of your
energy flow.
 
The idea is simple, if you take care of you and apply our OXYGEN MASK RULE you will
have the capacity to spread your other eggs over the family and work domains and not end
up with scrambled eggs by the new year.
 
Follow the Energy Flow plan in the next pages and be sure to put these steps in your diary.      
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Part 3: Energy Flow 

Start a meal plan for you and your family so that you can optimise your health and energy.

We want you to think of your brain at Christmas time as an expensive car that drives best

when it gets premium fuel. Eating high-quality foods that contain lots of vitamins, minerals,

and antioxidants nourish the brain and protect it from oxidative stress — the “waste” (free

radicals) produced when the body uses oxygen, which can damage cells. 

 

A meal plan saves you time, money and boosts your energy.  This means you can optimize

your health and energy and feel great throughout the festive season and the new year. We

have created one for you to download free, just in case you don’t have time.   

 

Remember that food = mood.  Your basic meal plan needs to contain the right macro and

micro nutrients for your body and you need to figure out what that is.  Serotonin is the

master molecule of mood, a neurotransmitter that helps regulate sleep and appetite,

mediate moods, and inhibit pain.  About 95% of your serotonin is produced in your

gastrointestinal tract, which is lined with a hundred million nerve cells, or neurons.  So it

makes sense that the inner workings of your digestive system don’t just help you digest

food, but also guide your emotions.  

 

 
 

   

 

Nutrit ion
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Ask not what you can do for your country. Ask what’s for
lunch.” ― Orson Wells



Part 3 - Energy Flow 

Beducation 

Poor sleep kills more than 3000
Australians each year
one in five people confess to having
nodded off while driving,
7 million people don’t get enough sleep
on average, Australians get 6.5 hours of
sleep a night
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Part 3 - Energy Flow 
Sleep - your Beducation

Despite what the Grinches may say, Christmas time should be pretty good fun. But, the late nights, rich party
food (mince pies, creamy Irish liquor, pigs-in-blanket) and flowing alcohol, can be accompanied by sleepless
nights and exhausted mornings. How complicated could it possibly be? 
 
The answer is – very. It is arguably the most important thing your brain does and you’ll spend a third of your
life doing it.  
 
Here’s what the research tells us about sleep (Australian Sleep Association):*  

the extra-hour of sleep received when clocks are put back at the start of daylight in Canada has been found
to coincide with a fall in the number of road accidents.*  
between 50 to 70% of adults don’t get enough sleep, and about 40% of adults are chronically sleep
deprived – but most don’t even know it. *  
each year on our highways at least 10,000 accidents and 500 fatalities are due to falling asleep at the
wheel and that three million Australians suffer from chronic sleep disorders.*  
46 percent of people rate their sleep fair/poor. *  
just 1 hour less sleep at night can impact one’s alertness the next day by 25%. *  
If a person averages only six hours of sleep at night, their immunity to viral infection can be affected by
50%.  

 
The bottom line is that worldwide, people of all ages are increasingly sleep-deprived – making them anxious,
grumpy and in some cases – dead and especially at Christmas time we need to put the sleep egg firmly in our
wellbeing basket. 
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Part 3 - Energy Flow 
Sleep - The HOW 

But how would you know if you are sleep deprived? 
 
If it takes you less than five minutes to fall asleep at night, you’re sleep-deprived.  Ten to fifteen minutes to fall asleep is okay,
meaning you’re still tired enough to sleep deeply, but not so exhausted you feel sleepy during the day.  If you are not sleep
deprived, it should take you about twenty minutes to fall asleep – that is the clearest indication that you are getting the right
amount of sleep each night.  

 
The secrets of sleeping soundly this season: 
 
1. Dim lights 30 minutes before bedtime.  Studies show that exposure to indoor light even the twinkling lights on your Christmas
tree - has a strong suppressive effect on the hormone melatonine, activating the brain. , This Christmas commit to the ‘O by C
sleep pledge’ that you will create at least 30 minutes of dim light before hitting the hay, (ideally a light level of ~3 lux!). This will
create a dim light melatonin onset (DLMO), which is what we want. Caution: avoid stumbling into a brightly lit bathroom to brush
your teeth, use the dimmer switch or just use touch and feel - but be careful you don’t brush your teeth with hemorrhoid cream! 
 
2. Implement a routine.  Most of the sleep boffins agree that getting yourself into a regular pattern of sleeping is crucial. This
means even though it’s Christmas and there is an endless list of things to do, part of the ‘O by C sleep pledge’ is to keep a
consistent sleep schedule.  This means getting up at the same time every day and setting a bedtime that ensures you get at
least 7 hours of sleep, so you  wake feeling refreshed, not tired.
 
3. Limit the bed to sleeping There is a phenomenon in psychology called a ‘time place cue’, which just means that the body can
get used to doing the same thing at the same time and in the same place. This can be very helpful to the person who is trying to
get a good night’s sleep. TV, computers and other distractions can interfere with your sleep. Your mind needs to be in the habit
of knowing that if you are in bed, you are there to sleep.
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Part 3 - Energy Flow 
Sleep - The HOW (cont. . . )
4.  Exercise.  We cover your exercise plan on the next page, but the benefits of exercise, in terms of sleep, are well documented.
Doing something like going for a swim, a walk, jog of cycle etc can induce tiredness and help create a significantly helpful level
of weariness. A word of warning though, exercising just before bedtime is not recommended as it can raise levels of arousal.  
 
5.  Relax before bed.  After a hard day at work slaving over a hot pentium, many people may get home feeling like a pretzel, all
wound up, anxious and tense. This will make trying to go to sleep about as easy as nailing jelly to a tree. We all need to relax and
unwind before trying to get a satisfying night’s sleep. Taking a hot bubble bath, listening to relaxing music (Pachabel’s Canon),
reading a book,magazine, can have an amazing impact on preparing them for a night of good sleep. 
 
6.  Climate control:  Don’t sleep in too warm a bed To catch some serious zzz’s they must cool off; body temperature and the
brain’s sleep-wake cycle are closely linked. That’s why a sizzling hot summer night can cause anyone to have a restless sleep.
The experts say that blood flow mechanism that transfers core body heat to the skin works best between 18 and 30 degrees.  
 
7.  Wear earplugs.  Research shows that exposure to noise at night can suppress immune function even if the sleeper doesn’t
wake. Unfamiliar noise, and noise during the first and last two hours of sleep, has the greatest disruptive effect on the sleep
cycle. Sounds like white noise, for example, can moderate intermittent noise levels and provide a consistent backdrop for more
peaceful rest.  
 
8.  Avoid stimulants.  After midday, we should should try and stay away from coffee, cola, caffeine and nicotine, which are all
stimulants, which can interfere with, sleep. While one would hope that access to alcohol is not an issue, research suggests that
alcohol can make students drowsy but can seriously disrupt their sleep.Conclusion If you have persistently poor sleep, the good
news is that most major hospitals now have sleep units and there are a growing number of privately run sleep units across
Australia. For more information contact the Australian Psychological Society’s national referral services at Telephone 1800 333
497 outside Melbourne (03) 8662 3300 in Melbourne Email referral@psychsociety.com.au
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Energy Flow 

Exercise

Set your goals
Do it daily

Accountability group or person
Strength, movement and cardio
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Part 3 - Energy Flow 
Exercise  

 
The benefits of regular exercise for our physical and mental health are well researched and reported.  But during the silly
season, it's even more important.  Exercise is really important in combating stress and depression so it's even more important to
set specific exercise goals for the season.  
 
If you are pressed for time, remember that 1 hour of exercise is only 4% of your day.  Factor it into your morning routine. 
 Research shows that the more time you leave between waking and exercise, the less likely you are to actually get it done.  
 
Don't wait for the inspiration or motivation.  Quite often, it just won't be there when you need it.  Instead, just remember the 10%
inspiration, 90% perspiration rule - you will feel great when you've done it.  
 
Try making exercise fun at this time of year.   Connecting with friends while you work out is really clever, By making it fun and
communal, you won't think of it as 'working out'.   
 
Try exercises that reduce stress like yoga, tai chi, pilates, dance, etc.       
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Part 3 - Energy Flow 
Exercise  - The O by C challenge

Our challenge for you is that EVERY DAY during the next 60 days you will move for at least 30 minutes.  You will make the
time.  If you are injured or have a disability, talk to your doctor about safe ways to get your blood flowing, muscles working
and heart pumping.   Your uture self will love you for it.  
 
 
If you can't afford a personal trainer, remember "there's an app for that".  No matter what your preferred method of movement:
yoga, pilates, HIIT, strength training, no gym membership is required!   Prevention.com lists the top 16 workout Apps you can use
to help you get in shape fast:  
 

Aaptiv  
Nike Training App
Daily Burn
8fit
TRX
MDTV  (monthly fee)
Strava (great for community)
MyZone
MyFitnessPal
Freeletics
Daily Yoga
Sworkit
Seven 
Quick FIt
Ladder
JetSweat
Couch to 5K

 
 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
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Mindfulness 

Mindfulness the intentional, accepting and non-judgmental focus of one's
attention on the emotions, thoughts and sensations occurring in the present
moment.
 
Recent research has shown that an 8 week mindfulness meditation class
can lead to structural changes in the brain, increased grey-matter density in
the hippocampus, known to be important for learning and memory.
 
It teaches people to recognise that negative thoughts and feelings will
return, but that they can disengage from them. Rather than worrying
constantly about them, people can become aware of them, understand
them and accept them, and avoid being dragged down into a spiral leading
back to depression, especially important at Christmas time. 
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So for the time deprived here are the top 4 apps: 
 

Headspace
Smiling Mind
Calm 
Buddify



Part 4 - Money Flow
Festive Finances
 

Don't be lured into parting with your

hard earned dollars.  Follow these

steps to avoid a festive financial fallout 
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Part 4 - Money Flow
 

Don't be lured into parting with your

hard earned dollars.  Follow these

steps for a festive financial 

  

When it comes to managing our money at Christmas all our logic seems to fall by the wayside like
wrapping paper on boxing day. We respond to emotional cues, such as social norms, FOMO, ritual and
tradition.The resultis that we end up sticking our head in the fiscal sand, spend the money, pay the bills
and hope that whatever is left over will be enough for the future. Be kind to yourself and remember
there is no Christmas budgeting gene that you missed out on – it’s a learned skill and like all the other
skills you have, it needs exercising. Daily. So let’s make it fun, shall we?  
 
Here’s a sensible approach to managing your Christmas budget. We think of a budget as telling your
money where to go at Christmas time instead of wondering where it went. Fourteen million Aussies
want to cut down their spending this Christmas but more than a third of the population aren’t tracking
their yuletide spending.  As a result, we will throw fiscal caution to the wind, spending a projected $25
billion on Christmas, including $11 billion on gifts.     
 
The four reasons we don’t stick to budgets:  
 
First, is a thing called ‘ego depletion’ which is reduced self-control. Giving in to our desires is not
always healthy. Department stores and their advertisers deliberately bombard us with images and
sounds designed to overwhelm our normal cognitive processing. The result is that we suspend logic
and are less likely to think through our decisions in a sensible way.  Strolling into a Westfield shopping
plaza resounding with Christmas music, sparkling with tinsel and lights - almost everyone experiences
some form of ego depletion. This refers to a phenomenon where people don't always think through
their decision-making in a rational and linear way, especially when placed under situations of stress.
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Part 4 - Money Flow
 

Australians will spend $25 billion on

Christmas this year. 

  

Second, people don’t plan ahead and almost one in 10 will leave their shopping until Christmas Eve.
Last minute decisions are often more expensive as the time pressure drives you to act without
thinking, so its rush rush rush. 
 
Third, people don’t budget or track what they spend. One survey by AMP found an astonishing two-
thirds of people experience regret about the amount of money they spend on Christmas. 
 
And finally, the popularity and convenience of tap-and-go payments using plastic makes it easy to
overspend without knowing it. Another equally dangerous trap is the one-click online checkout with
saved credit card details.
 
Unsurprisingly then, the average Australian will potentially fall into serious debt, spending on average
$1350 on Christmas this year.    40% of our total Christmas spend in 2017 was on credit cards. Canstar
said that accounts to an average individual splurge of $3342 on credit.  If you follow the sensible edicts
of Organised by Christmas, you will leave the huddled, stressed, sweaty, masses out there mall-
hopping in a last minute gift buying frenzy and instead, wind down in style without the “financial
hangover”.
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Part 4 - Money Flow
 

Keeping on top of your money is like

fitness and showering, you need to

do it daily. 

Christmas isn’t the only chance to show others how much you love them.  Stick with the plan, and you
won’t end up spending extra money on last minute guilt purchases or overloading your ankle-biters with
exorbitantly-priced toys, most of which they’ll forget about 10 minutes after ripping off the wrapping
paper which simply creates more landfill!   A great Christmas season is not about spending lots of
money.  In fact, ideally, it’s not about money at all.  Thoughtfulness, giving, connecting with others and
celebrating are what makes the season special.    
 
Ten Tips for Festive Finances: 
 
1.   Start with the end in mind.  We are asking you to anticipate what presents you’d like to give and
can realistically afford. During the festive season, the marketers will be circling you like sharks in the
water, with brilliantly elaborate schemes aimed at manipulating, framing, priming and persuading you to
buy their goods. We need to come up with equally powerful techniques to resist. Planning is essential.
The sooner you itemise your Chritmas shopping list, the sooner you can start looking for the best
bargain! By all means buy and give gifts, but think about getting a good deal and be aware of what is
pushing you toward buying those gifts.  
 
2.   Track your spending.  Keep a running list of expenditures.  Most banks have an app you can
download giving you immediate access to your accounts.  Make it a habit to look at what you’ve spent
each day. As part of your mindfulness approach to Christmas, just look each day at where your money
is going.  Monitor your spending. A budget is as useful as a chocolate teapot, if you don’t adhere to it.
Unless we track our spending our finances can and do - get crazy. Monitoring what we are spending
also relieves the anxiety of “Can I really afford to buy this?” The last thing you need during the most
wonderful time of the year is more stress.
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Part 4 - Money Flow
 

Don't be lured into parting with your

hard earned dollars.  Follow these

steps for a festive financial 

3.  Keep your receipts in one place. Allocate a Christmas receipt folder (electronic or physical) where
you keep all Christmas related receipts as you purchase decorating items, presents, wrapping paper,
cards, food, etc. Even the tiny costs like ribbon, tinsel or postage. Remember a small leak will sink a
great ship.  A bit of trivia: we use more than 150,000km of wrapping paper during Christmas
(https://www.nationalstorage.com.au/blog/christmas-waste-australia/) – enough to wrap around the
Earth nearly 4 times over.
 
4.   Keep your gift list in your phone, wallet or purse. Don’t step foot anywhere without it.  The pressure
to buy in to the retail bonanzas and end up with stuff you don’t need can be overwhelming.  The music,
smells, crowds, and packaging are seductive and can make spending irresistible. Stick to your plan and
you will save money.
 
5.   Make the most of the sales:  There will be a number of sales from now till Christmas. Drop a note in
your calendar to make sure you don’t miss out on bagging a bargain. 
 
6.   Beware the “one click” trap -Don’t keep your credit card saved online if you’re prone to impulse
purchases. The more time you have to do a sense check and evaluate whether you really need what’s
in your shopping cart the better.
 
7.   Set a family spend limit:  Chat to your friends and family and set a spend limit on gifts, this way you
won’t end up getting carried away and forking out more than you have. It’ll also help you avoid any gift-
giving awkwardness.
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Part 4 - Money Flow
 

If you are in a financial crisis visit  Financial Counselling

Australia www.financialcounsellingaustralia.org.au- they are the

peak body for financial counsellors in Australia *  National Debt

Helpline:  1800 007 007 www.ndh.org.au  In short, a budget

makes your festive season feel more in control because you

know how much you can spend on the people you love. No

guessing and no stressing! That’s what we like to call holiday

magic. Create your O by C Christmas budget today and

experience the joy of giving without the stress of debt!

 
8.   Do it yourself. Finding the right present can be a daunting task at the best of times. At Christmas,
you’ve not just got friends and family to worry about, but with kids, come their favorite teachers as well!
If you’re fortunate enough to have nice neighborhoods then you cannot ignore them either. To stop
going broke, think DIY. There are thoughtful, innovative and creative homemade presents that are as
fun to make as they are to give, and they're guaranteed to be a total hit. Plus, you'll save some serious
money in the process. Homemade gifts, especially if you make them in batches will save time and are a
great way to maximize your giving without increasing your budget. But don’t wait until the day before
you give them. There are a million websites that have cheap, easy to make gift ideas that people will
love.
 
9.   Get in early. The vast majority of Australians don’t really hit the shops until December (except for
that exceptionally annoying relative who lets everyone know that they smashed their Christmas
shopping half way through the year). Logic dictates that there’s absolutely no reason why you can’t buy
well and buy early. So, bite the bullet and put a little extra money aside in your November budget.
 
 10.  Reshuffle, reorganise, review your budget. The research we have cited clearly shows that
Christmas is a time when many of us really struggle to balance the books. So if your budget’s feeling
tight then just change stuff around. 
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Clearing your clutter equates to
a 40% reduction in housework in
the average home. That's
Organised By Christmas.
 
The International Data Corporation found that untidy
workplaces can ose out on $2.5 mil a year from lost
productivity owing to searching for documents.   

40%

Part 4:   Clutter Flow 

Part 5 - Clutter Flow 
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Become a really big tosser

Part 5 - Clutter Flow 

A pre-season declutter is l ike getting game ready.   
 
The idea is to create and maintain spaces in our homes and off ices that
serve and support us, rather than the other way around and this means
lett ing go of the stuff we have amassed over the year.  
 
Did you know that one-quarter of people with two-car garages have so
much stuff that they can’t park a car.     I t ’s no wonder we are a bunch of
‘tossers’ .  Some studies reveal people spend an incredible one year of their
l ives looking for lost items and 23% of adults report that they pay bil ls late
(and incur fees) because, duh, they lose them.  
 
So back to Christmas t ime. We have established that it  is a t ime of giving,
drinking, eating and accumulating more stuff .  Before the new deluge of stuff
starts,  i t  makes sense to take the init iat ive and free up space.   
 
So welcome to the Organised by Christmas 7 essential steps for the great
pre Christmas toss (next page)
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The hidden benefits of clutter flow: 

Part 5 - Clutter Flow 

There are so many benefits to clearing your clutter that you may not have
considered.    In order to stay motivated during your pre-season toss, think about
what you’re going to get at the end of it  all .    Consider:
 
Financial  rewards :    You will  be happier with less stuff and buy less.  You will
also save in doubling up on purchases because you cant f ind the original .
More  time :  We burn 55 minutes a day or 12 weeks a year looking for things we
know we own but cant f ind.   You’l l  have less t idying up t ime of unnecessary
belongings, it  wil l  be easier to get out the door in the morning and by de-
cluttering, you will  reduce the amount of housework by up to 40%
Emotional  rewards :    You’l l  have a sense of pride in your de-cluttered home and
feel more confident.  Your home should become more calm and relaxing as there
is less competing with your attention.   
Professional  benefits ;    You are prepared for your job and you are clear headed
and able to focus on work.   You’l l  have extra t ime in the morning to ensure you
are presented professionally.  73% of us form impressions of our colleagues by
the way their desks are organised. 
Personal  rewards :    You’l l  be able to have fr iends over without the last minute
panicked major clean up!   You’l l  have more t ime for your family and yourself .
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Part 5:   Clutter Flow 

Part 4 - Clutter Flow 
7 essential steps for the great pre Christmas ‘Toss’:
A - Assess – Choose one problem room in your home or office to start with.  Write down a list of the problem areas in
that room - the functional, the emotional and the physical elements of the space  
 
C – Clarify - Clarify the scope of your declutter project.   Set a target for your room: how much are you going to de-
clutter before Christmas?  We know that de-cluttering projects can bring up a whole heap of ideas and ‘to do’s’ about
what you want and also it can trigger emotional pain points - lost dreams or connections or people.  So it’s important
to have a notebook and capture them.  Stay focussed.   
 
T – Timing and tools – this is a project that is easy to get derailed from.  So set aside enough time in your diary to
start and finish the project in one weekend.  And make sure you have everything ready before you start:  Have your
room assessment  handy (see first step), garbage bags, clear plastic storage tubs, labels, post it notes, pen and note
pad (or notes on phone), cleaning materials. 
 
I – Interview & Isolate – First, set firm rules – rules about quantities of items, e.g. one in one out, rules about space,
e.g. only keep as many books as can fit into my bookshelf, rules about time – e.g. only keeping the last 18 months of
client files.   Interview your stuff - Do you belong here?  Do I have enough room for you? Do you fit into my room
function?   
 
O – Out and Order – Out of the house and back in order. Once you’ve decided what to go, get rid of it.  Load the car
and drive to charity collection points, return items to friends, schools, rightful owners, just get rid of it. The ‘order’ part
of this = find a permanent place in your home or office. 
 
N – Nail it down – Nominate where everything should be, and put it there.  Does your current furniture suit your
purpose, or do you need to replace it?  Nail it down: Once you have everything in its place and zone, you’ve nailed it!
  
S – Streamline – Now you have your space sorted with a clear purpose.  Standing back and streamlining can mean
adding little touches – maybe a plant or a picture – and it also can mean changing where you’ve originally put things. 
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Part 6:  People Flow
When We're Together,  Everything's better

Positive psychology is a relatively new branch of psychology that moves from a deficit model (a
focus on what is clinically wrong) to what is going well (the creation of a satisfying life filled with
meaning, pleasure, engagement, positive relationships and accomplishment).  So there is a
consensus that people with strong and broad social relationships are happier, healthier and live
longer and it is from the university of the bleeding obvious, that  close relationships with family
and friends will, for the most part, provide love, meaning, support and increase our feelings of
self worth.  
 
At Christmas time, broader networks traditionally come together and bring a sense of
belonging. But sometimes you can have too much of a good thing, and when families do
spend more time together than usual, this can cause tension, particularly where there are pre-
existing issues, such as being in a step-family.
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Part 6: People Flow

Step Families

Compromise

Maintain Traditions
MyMob

Accept the suck

 
Step parenting at Christmas – a very Brady Christmas?  By Dr Michael Carr-Gregg
The last time I looked, a sizeable quantum of of Australians (20%) were part of a stepfamily and it is one of the fastest growing family units. Furthermore, most step-
families I have met are not like the famous US sitcom created by Sherwood Schwartz – the Brady Bunch.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, the fictional blended family of Mike and Carol, most step-families actually tend to be quite complex - with a psychological mélange of
unresolved grief and guilt about previous relationships, hostile ex-partners, confused and angry children, stratospherically  high expectations, financial problems and
the day to day logistical challenges of raising children with dual homes. And they don’t have an Alice.
Truth be known, many adults in newly formed stepfamilies are engaged in a daily struggle, learning how to make their new family work, trying to put energy into
their new relationship, get their parenting right, look after themselves and to manage their ex-partner. Combining this parenting maelstrom of a blended family, with
Christmas time and all it’s pressures – and the holidays can easily become an emotional minefield.  So how on earth do blended families cope? We have a 5 step o
by c step family christmas survival guide.
 
1. Compromise - Appreciate that your Christmas may involve significant compromise/negotiation and that sometimes, due to court orders, intransigence or human
frailty, it may not always be possible to have your kids when you want them eg: on Christmas Day or Christmas Eve -  it’s the getting together, not the day, that
counts.
 
2. Money can’t buy me love - Gifts are simply splendid but the most valued commodity especially, by children and some teenagers - is quality time. It is easy to
assuage guilt, by buying stuff but there is no substitute for happy, fun and calm times with adult carers.  Use the time to make good memories.  
 
3. Maintain and make traditions – While many step families are built on loss, so it is vital psychologically to retain some of the old Christmas traditions or rituals,
especially ones that are much cherished but the adults also think about generate new ones unique to the stepfamily.
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Part 6: People Flow

Step Families

Compromise

Maintain Traditions
MyMob

Accept the suck

 
Step parenting at Christmas – a very Brady Christmas?  (cont...)
  

 
4. MyMob  -  smartphone apps such as MyMob (www.mymob.com) allow separated members to communicate – share images, messages and information as if they were
sitting around the kitchen bench, but in a secure, online application. Young people are used to using technology to communicate and while it is not the same as physical
contact, Facetime is the next best thing and you will always have stories to swap when reunited.
 
5. Accept that it can suck – being separated from the kids especially in the early days at Christmas can be an emotional kick in the stomach and it is normal to feel varying
degrees of anguish. To counteract such feelings, make sure you plan ahead and have something social/upbeat for yourself to do on the day. It is crucial to look after
yourself and to seek external help through following the self-care advice in Organised By Christmas. It is one of the most constructive things you can do for yourself and
your offspring.
 
The truth is that there is no such thing as a perfect family (stepfamily or otherwise) and no one is impervious to disagreements with the ex-partner, split loyalties, and
antagonism. So try to reduce stress and appreciate what you can. Random and chaos happens in the universe. We cannot choose what happens to us but we can choose
our response.  Unflappable zen neutrality is what to aim for.
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Part 6: People Flow

Gifts 

The want, need, wear

and read principle.

 

The want, need, wear and read principle

 
Up until recently, The Isle of Man was best known for hosting the most prestigious
motorcycle race in the world, dating back to 1907. But for a brief period of time last year,
one of the 85,000 residents, 27 year old Emma Tapping gained world wide notoriety which
eclipsed even the race.
Emma elected to post a picture of a veritable mountain of presents under her Christmas tree
on social media.  For reasons that still elude me, she elected to shower her two daughters
then aged 13 and 9 and her son, aged 19 months with a staggering 85 presents each on
Christmas Day and then went on to defend her right to overindulge them.
Her picture of the tree with the present pile was subsequently taken and turned into an image
that went viral with the caption: 'Nearly time for all the materialistic parents to compete and
broadcast how many presents their kids have on Facebook! Just remember there’s some
children who don’t get much'. This started a social media frenzy of character assassination,
with people posting comments accusing Emma of spoiling her children and forgetting the
true meaning of Christmas.
Emma, seemingly undeterred by the criticism, subsequently did the rounds of UK morning
TV - arguing that she was 'not rich at all' and claimed she managed to accumulate her
massive festive haul by bargain hunting and shopping throughout the year - starting with the
Boxing Day sales. She said: 'I start shopping in January and use every bargain, every sale I
can, that's how I do it, I shop all year round to make the pile as big as it is.
I would hope that O by C readers would not join the social media denunciation of Emma
Tapping, who clearly has the right to do whatever she wants, with the resources that she has,
but we all have to acknowledge that choosing and buying gifts is a major source of stress for
Australian families during the festive season.
There is no denying that the holiday season is a great opportunity to strengthen family,
create and celebrate traditions and being together and that many parents are really struggling
with the whole business of gift giving. Pity the Australian families fighting to get the latest
‘must-have’ toy which is Fisher-Price cute, interactive sloth, packed with exciting lights,
music, songs, and groovy dance moves that help your kid learn about numbers and colours.
No wonder more and more families are waving the white flag when it comes to present
giving. A few years ago the Roy Morgan organisation found that 9 out of 10 children will
open up envelopes laden with cash for Christmas.  As a child and adolescent psychologist,
I’d argue that handing over a wad of dough does not really reflect the spirit of Christmas.
 

 

So what might families do this Christmas?
 

To offset the expense of gifts, the pressure of shopping and the
expectations of the season, I’d like to introduce a new Christmas
concept, called the ‘want, need, wear and read principle’. That
is, this holiday season resolve to buy your children no more than
4 presents each, one thing they want, one thing they need, one
thing to wear and one thing to read (can even be an e-book).
Some people have added a 5th component which is to
encourage your child to choose a present that they will give
away to charity.
 
The ‘want, need, wear and read principle’ approach does require some thought and
knowledge of the child's individual needs but extinguishes any parental pressure to
emulate Emma Tapping or keep up with the ‘Jones’. This will result in the presents
having real meaning and unlike many gifts will most likely be valued and used.
Given that many Australians are struggling financially and often go into debt during
these holidays, much of the angst around gift buying can be reduced by adopting this
principle.  Once you have settled on the number of gifts and drawn up a budget, it is
much harder to overspend. Good budgeting means adhering to the want, need, wear
and read principle, putting money away each week throughout the year, and doing
your Christmas shopping early, perhaps in November.

Some people like, Emma Tapping, do their Christmas shopping
gradually over the course of the year, starting with the post-
Christmas sales, what she has not quite understood is that it is
quality not quantity that counts. 
 
Merry Christmas.
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Part 6: People Flow

 

How to swim safe in

the gene pool this

Christmas

 

How to swim safe in the gene pool at Christmas
 
Each year, the major Australian supermarkets run ads for Christmas that typically feature un-naturally handsome, ethnically diverse families happily
ensconced in perfect homes, with each person enthusiastically doing their bit  to help celebrate the magic of the season over mountains of
sumptuously prepared food, presumably purchased at their respective stores. It’s a pretty and perfectly curated picture, except that it is in most
instances, it is just a dream. Of course, it is the job of the advertising industry at Christmas to saturate our screens with the impression that family
gatherings are all utopian, happy, warm, occasions awash with domestic bliss, cheer and goodwill to all. But the reality is often quite different. 
 
As we all know, you can't choose your family. Usually you can ignore their phone calls, but not at Christmas time when they are in your face.  Far from
families working in harmony, the evidence is that the number of domestic violence related calls usually surge by 20% during the Christmas-New
Year's break, probably courtesy of a mixture of alcohol, stress and a higher frequency and intensity of family gatherings. But it is not just your financial,
emotional and psychological health that is at risk.  It turns out that deaths from cardiac issues reportedly increased by 5% over the holiday period, with
greatest occurrence on Christmas Day, Boxing Day and New Year’s Day.    
 
Now the commercial images of Christmas are not entirely wrong: Christmas can be a wonderful time for families, if you’re fortunate enough to be part
of an intact one. It’s a great time to catch up with family and friends, to come together and take part in a family tradition where everyone can have a
sense of meaning and belonging. From a psychological point of view, it is time to marinate ourselves in positive relationships, one of the most
powerful predictors of wellbeing.  The truth is that families are a little like fudge - mostly sweet, but with a few nuts.  Despite the best of intentions, our
families can be a cause of stress. Most of us have at least one family member who tends to push our buttons and routinely manage to mess with our
yuletime merriment. The irony is that many of us might have spent the entire year avoiding this particular person but the demands of the festive
season dictate that we are forced to sit right next to them at the Christmas lunch. 
 
Christmas can be stressful for three main reasons.  The first, is that when we return to our childhood home and have intense and prolonged exposure
to parents and siblings, our brain can “reset” and we unconsciously revisit the deeply entrenched psychological schemas that ruled our cognitions as a
result of growing up in that environment. This can result in an internal conflict with our “responsible adult” cognitions smashing up against the
“subservient child” patterns we adhered to when young. The result can be frustration, chaos, confusion and uncertainty, a major source of stressmas. 
 
The second trigger, is that any extended period of time cheek by jowl with relatives can be demanding, primarily due to the abrupt lack of privacy that
comes with having your home crammed full of people, together with a loss of control and everyone trying to be ‘helpful’ and being in your face.  
 
Last, are the political or cultural frictions that can arise when different generations and in laws / 'out laws' interact together over the turkey and
cranberry sauce, often fuelled by alcohol. The result can be tense debates that may deteriorate into screaming matches, particularly if the talk turns to
politics or religion. 
 
So instead of hiding in the pantry, chugging on a bottle of champagne to calm your frayed nerves, follow the Organised By Christmas 7 step how to
stay sane plan for coping with difficult members of your gene pool, be it a narcissistic sister, over-refreshed uncle, or heritage-listed great aunt with
antediluvian views - all of whom can make your holiday less enjoyable.  
 
Read on for your 7 step survival plan!  
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How to swim safe in

the gene pool this

Christmas (cont...)

 

7 step how to stay sane plan for coping with difficult members of your gene pool:
 
1.  Sweetness - Instead of letting your sister's overbearing demeanour leave you in an elevated state of
dudgeon why not launch a charm offensive. In essence, soften her wrath with your own warmth. Whatever
has got her goat, the chances are that you will diffuse it, if you confront it with sweetness, rather than
responding with character assassination.
 
2.   Take time outs - Know your limits and listen to your emotions. If you need to calm down, take a walk or
find a quiet place.
 
3.   Lay off the booze– there’s a clear inducement to get drunk at Christmas, too much alcohol can fuel
arguments and cause conflict, reduce your intake and pace yourself.
 
4.   Don’t be over-sensitive- If you are the recipient of unsolicited advice and feel criticised, don’t be over-
sensitive. State peacefully that, yes you can see their point but you prefer to do things differently
 
5.    Set firm boundarieswith your relatives in a firm, calm manner about things you feel strongly about, for
example: staying up late, guzzling fizzy drinks and chocolate, so that they don’t accidentally break the
rules. 
 
6.    Practice Mindfulness– this allows you to be aware of your feelings in a challenging situation without
responding to them. Focus on your breath, take a few slow, deep inhalations and then exhale. Notice the
emotions, and then send it on it’s way.
 
7.    Seek help - If it all becomes too much you need to get external help, talk to a trusted friend, your
GP/counsellor, or phone Lifeline on 13 11 14 or visit www.lifeline.org.au 
 
So in conclusion, the festive season can bring great joy, but sometimesit can also be incredibly stressful.The great comedian George Burns, once observed that
‘Happiness is having a large, loving, caring, close-knit family in another city.” The problem, of course is that at Christmas they aren’t. Remember, dealing
with a multitude of difficult personalities when your extended family unite under one roof for the holidays requires a strategic approach, where you put your
own oxygen mask on first.
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Part 6: People Flow

Dealing with
Grief over
Christmas

 

 

 
Dealing with Grief over Christmas, by Dr Michael Carr-Gregg  
 
Grief is incredibly hard to experience at the best of time but Christmas time can make it agonising.
So, how do we deal with the pain of the first Christmas without a loved one? Three hundred thousand
people die in Australia each year, so that translates to millions of people who will be grieving the loss of a
friend, relative or colleague who has passed.    
 
In the year 2010, My brother John, 56, an executive with mining company Sundance Resources, spent a
lot of time travelling in Africa, where the company was opening an iron-ore mine and where aviation was
often rough around the edges.  When DFAT rang to tell me that his plane had gone missing in the Congo I
was in disbelief.  I immediately phoned my 90 year old father, whose own brother died in a plane crash in
the war, and as a family we just sat and waited. A few agonising days later it was confirmed: John and five
other Sundance executives, the entire company board, had died when the Aero-Service twin turbo-prop
CASA C-212 plane came down in dense jungle somewhere between the Cameroon and Yangadou in the
Republic of Congo. He was gone forever.  
 
A few months later Christmas arrived with a powerful package chock-a-block full of little grief triggers
that just snuck up on me; unoccupied chairs, absent faces and hushed voices seemed to poison the
festive season as we were all forced to face our first Christmas without John and it felt horrible, barren
and empty. I never realised how dreadful the holidays could feel when you’ve lost someone you loved
and especially someone who had been such an enthusiastic participant and creator of the ritual and
traditions that were associated with  Christmas. John had always thrown himself into the Christmas
festivities with enormous food, drink, lavish decorations, presents and parties and an absolute insistence
that everyone else have fun and be involved.  It’s not just Christmas of course: almost all significant
religious festivals involve occasions when people get together with family and friends, and if they’ve lost
someone they love, this time will inevitably be a glaring reminder of that. Grief is like a fingerprint, unique
to everyone, and so is the way you process it, but I learnt that there are a few things you can do over the
holidays that can improve your emotional wellbeing and help you cope. 
 
Most of all, don't feel pressure to hide what you are feeling, it is perfectly okay to admit you're not okay.
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Dealing with
Grief over
Christmas

 

 

Things I did that helped.  These may not work for everyone, but something might feel right for you to try:
 
I allowed myself some time out to feel sad and think about John.  All you need to do is close your eyes and
think of them.
 
I adjusted my expectations around the holidays being the same.  I thought about all the things I loved about him.  
I deliberately went to the restaurants that we used to go to together. I wrote a letter to him.  I revisited a bench
on the beach where we used to go with our Dad.  I shared some of my memories of him with friends.  Initially, his
absence cast a large and painful shadow at this particularly family-orientated time and I was reluctant to
celebrate; joy turned to loss and it was almost as if I was dishonouring his memory and at times during that first
Christmas I was engulfed by feelings of guilt and sadness. 
 
It was only later that I realised that getting together with family and close friends afforded me a chance to
reminisce and replay the wonderful memories that John had helped create. I learnt over time that having fun
wasn’t a sign that I didn’t miss the person I’d lost. 
 
So, if you find yourself in the situation of having a first Christmas without a loved one, acknowledge that this
could be a rough time for you and that you might need to treat yourself with a bit of extra care. If possible, make
some time each day to treat yourself to something you enjoy. 
 
Here are some things you might try: Create a new tradition in memory of your loved one, eg: light a candle in
your home in memory of the person you’ve lost.  Make a Christmas tree ornament, or other decoration in honour
of your loved one.  Decide where you want to spend the holidays – you may want to switch up the location, or it
may be of comfort to keep it the same.  Either way, make a conscious decision about location.  Go to the beach
or the park.  Go for a walk.  Listen to your loved one’s favourite music.  Go shopping.  Have a massage.  Pull out
old photo albums and spend some time on the holiday looking at photos.  Hang out with friends.   If you’re
finding it hard to cope with day-to-day stuff, then it may help to talk to someone such as a psychologist who
will 'normalise' these painful feelings. ‘Organised by Christmas’ reminds us that for most adults the festive
season can be hard work, but for the bereaved it can be an enormous hurdle. The bottom line is that the very
parts of Christmas that we cherish – family, enjoyment, hope, merriment – can be turned on their head for the
bereaved.  In this difficult, intensely emotional time our message is that we need to look after ourselves and
those around us. The ‘o by c message’ is that you will survive and you will find purpose amidst the pain,
darkness and chaos. Moving on doesn't mean letting go.
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epidemic

 

 

The loneliness epidemic 
 
“The most terrible poverty is loneliness, and the feeling of being unloved.” ― Mother Teresa 
 
With celebrations starting earlier every year, and the growing commercialisation of the season, it’s easy to
forget the true meaning of Christmas.   For most Australians, it is a time of joy and reflection; but for many,
Christmas represents loneliness, isolation and stress. Loneliness often occurs when we don’t receive the
contact we crave. It is a surprisingly common state that affects many people, at least once in a
while.  Loneliness is often compared to hunger. At ‘O by C’ we see it as a lack of emotional sustenance, the
sheer physical pleasure of being in the company of someone who cares about you. But urban isolation is its own
type of starvation, and Christmas is perhaps the worst time to be lonely.  The Australian Red Cross says 5.6
million Australians are currently lonely and almost half the population don’t have anyone that they could turn to
for help or companionship. Experts are now calling it the “modern epidemic”, warning that feeling lonely
increases our likelihood of earlier death by 26%.
 
That’s greater than the risk for obesity. The top reasons for loneliness were: 
34% Death of loved one
31% Moving from friends/family
22% Isolation at school or work
21% Divorce or separation
17% Losing a job 
 
The survey also found that women were more likely to find ways to reduce feeling lonely by chatting with a
friend or family member. Men aren’t good at talking to each other, or reaching out at the best of times but
holidays make it worse.  Many blokes have become siloed by family life, shifting to the suburbs, hanging out in
couples, maintaining a solid professional network but unable to access the kind of raw male companionship
they previously enjoyed in their adolescent circles (before they ventured out alone into an unforgiving world).
And many males are far more reliant on their partners for emotional support than they’d like to admit. 
 
So what lies behind this scourge of loneliness?  There has been a progressive disengagement from political
involvement including an increase in informal votes, a decline in the number of people signing petitions, holding
street parties, attending public meetings, becoming membership of voluntary organisations or working with
political parties.  Hyper-urbanisation and the decline of traditional communities has been cited.  
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The loneliness epidemic (cont...)
 
So what steps, apart from forming your own ten-pin bowling team,  can you take to avoid loneliness at
Christmas? 
 
1. Thirty years ago, Sir Tim Berners-Lee invented the internet. While it certainly has its downside, it has
allowed us to instantly connect with family and friends on a scale never imagined before. So you can keep
loneliness at bay by connecting with loved ones across the world, online. 
 
2. If being alone on Christmas is unavoidable, through the loss of a loved one, geographical separation
from family, some other reason, organise a day for yourself. Why not cook your preferred food, plan a
movie marathon or binge on your favourite Netflix series? Alternatively, why not indulge your creativity by
writing, drawing, painting or sculpting or embark on learning a new language. Christmas is a day to treat
yourself to whatever floats your yuletide boat. 
 
3. Exercise is one of the most efficient ways to improve our mental health. Going for a walk, jog, bike ride
or a swim. As well as elevating your mood, you’ll also work off some Christmas calories! 
 
4. Volunteering is all about making a difference in your community; research shows that giving your time
free of charge to a worthy cause, doesn’t just benefit you personally by allowing you to act on your values,
passions and interests, it also offers the opportunity to make new friendships, create professional
networks, gain work experience and learn new skills. It is an ingenuous way for you to connect with your
local community at Christmas.   
 
5. Finally, be authentic with the people you know, and tell them when you’re feeling lonely. Disclosing
these feelings is a vulnerable and courageous act – which most people will respond to. Most people will
want to help, so asking for help is the first step in avoiding loneliness at Christmas.
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Christmas Cards 
 
Christmas cards are a great way to be proactive and reach out to friends, family and your
community and business networks.  You can make your own cards.  You can go online to a
myriad card services websites who will make one up for you.  Alternatively, you can
purchase the charity cards for all kinds of different worthy causes.  Get organised to write
your Christmas Cards in advance.  
 
Get inspired by thinking outside the box.  Think about the recipients and what they would
appreciate - for some it might be humour, for many who don't celebrate Christmas it might
be a holiday card, and for others, a traditional card.  You might do separate cards for
business.   
 
Before you start, gather what you need in your Christmas planning station: 
*  Christmas cards list 
*  Writing supplies – cards, pen, pencil, stickers, photos 
*  Your annual newsletter (if you’re that way inclined)  
*  Stamps and envelopes  
*  A box to put envelopes you receive from family and friends (you can then use this to
update addresses, and add to your list  
*  On your Christmas cards list, you have two columns, one marked ‘written’ and the other
marked ‘posted’ so you can keep track of what you’ve sent.  
*  Begin writing your Christmas newsletter (if you write one) to send with your cards.  (I am
not a Christmas newsletter writer, but I do have friends who do this and they are lovely to
read). 
*  Send out an email asking for any addresses you may be missing   
*  Decide on what date you want your cards to be mailed on  
*  Important:  Pace yourself - Write and address ¼ of your Christmas Cards each week in
the month of November.  
 
Tip: Start with the international ones so they can get off in time.
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Part 6: People FlowCaring for each
other at

Christmas

 

 

Partners:  Caring for each other at Christmas 
 
Oxytocin is the hormone that we are flooded with when we first fall in love. Researchers in
one 2012 study found that couples in the first stages of romantic attachment had
significantly higher levels of oxytocin than their unattached counterparts. If you spray
Oxytocin up someone’s nose in a laboratory, it has been found to increase trust, social
bonding, creates a predisposition to donate to charity along with a tendency to make
really crazy decisions! So when we fall in love and we decide to spend the rest of our lives
together because we make the judgement that we’ve met the perfect person - our
‘soulmate’, we may not be acting entirely rationally. Fast forward twenty or thirty years and
couples can and do fall off a relationship cliff - especially when the oxytocin has worn off!
An unhappy relationship can shorten your life  by 4 to 6 years and inc chances of getting
sick by 35%. So how do we successfully navigate long term relationships? How do we
create thriving and supportive relationships in this latter phase of life? John and Julie
Gottman have studied 3,000 couples for 40 years and they put together a theory of
relationship success and apparently=can predict with 94% accuracy whether a couple will
divorce. Gottman distinguishes 2 types of people in relationships - the ‘masters’ and the
‘disasters’. John Gottman and his colleagues wired couples up to electrodes and had them
chat about their relationship, all the time measuring blood flow, heart rates, and
perspiration. The couples were then followed up six years later to see if they were still
together and flourishing. Gottman found that one set of his sample were still contentedly
together after six years - he called them the ‘masters’ . The other group had either broken
up or were chronically unhappy and he called them the ‘disasters’. The researchers also
found distinct differences between the two groups.  While the disasters appeared chilled
during the interviews, their physiology, revealed the lie. Heart rates were higher, they
sweated more and blood flow was faster. Gottman discovered that the more
physiologically active the couples were in the lab, the faster their relationships
deteriorated as time went by.     
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Part 6: People FlowCaring for each
other at

Christmas
(cont. . . )

 

 

Partners:  Caring for each other at Christmas (cont...) 
 
The disasters showed all the signs of arousal, essentially a fight-or-flight state. Just the act of sitting
next to their spouse was, to their bodies, like they were about to jump off a cliff with just a bungy
cord around their ankles! Simply talking about ordinary aspects of their relationships, they were
getting ready to attack and be attacked and their heart rates were elevated and made them more
aggressive toward each other.   By contrast, the masters were the epitome of physiological
tranquility - calm and connected together, which converted into kind and loving behaviour, even
when in disagreement. Somehow the couple had crafted a relationship based on mutual trust and
love that made their relationship . In a follow-up study in 1990, Gottman found that throughout the
day, partners would invite their partners to connect with them, the researchers calls “bids”. Imagine
that the bloke in a partnership and is sitting on his deck and a Swallow settles in a tree. He says to
his partner, “wow check out that bird!” He’s not just making a remark he’s requesting a rejoinder
from his partner — an indication of interest — a connection, however trivial, over the bird. His partner
has two options - she can respond by “turning toward” or “turning away” as Gottman puts it. The
bird-bid becomes the barometer of the relationship. The guy clearly believes the bird is interesting
enough to raise it and the issue is if his partner accepts and respects that. Gottman found that
individuals who turn toward their partners responded by engaging the bidder, showed interest and
support. Those who turned away — did not respond or responded minimally and continue doing
whatever they were doing. These interactions were crucial when it came to relationship longevity.
Disasters had “turn-toward bids” one third of the time. Bids for emotional connection in the masters
were met 87 percent of the time. So this Christmas, ‘o by c’ want you to meet your partner’s
emotional needs 9 times out of 10. The same researchers found that contempt, is the emotion that
rips couples apart. Constantly critical, carping contemptuous people make their partners feel
worthless and invisible, extinguishing the love in the relationship, but also extinguishing their
partner's immune system and with it their ability to fight off viruses and cancers. Being mean and
nasty is the death knell of relationships. Kindness, is the super glue of the masters. It seems as if we
are made kind by being kind. It is not just the most important predictor of satisfaction and stability
but it helps make each partner feel safe, valued and listened to. So this Christmas, as a priority, be
kind not just to yourself but also your partner.
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eFlow - overview

Harness the Incoming

121 emails each day
phone calls & voice mails
social media
notes you write to yourself
Do do lists
Requests from others
 

Action  

Recurring actions:
stuff you do regularly

Projects:
beginning, middle and an end

Reference

Access information quickly,
easily and from anywhere.
 

Outgoing

delete files
pass info and tasks on

archive 
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eFlow - incoming

Set up / Review your ' incoming system'

Create Rules:
about when you access emails
about how many times you check social media
about what calls you accept and from whom and
when you are available to receive calls
set up auto responders on phone and email
What goes in must come out

 
Sources of 'incoming':

your brain dump
other people's ideas and to do lists
121 emails each day (ave)
projects
meetings
paper in-tray 

 

Decide:

Do I need to ACT on it or not?
If YES - then see next page.
If NO, then see 'Reference' or 'Outgoing'
How can I reduce the 'incoming' = e.g.
unsubscribe, setting up rules for filing, etc
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eFlow - Routine & 
Recurring Actions 

'Action' overview:

For all the stuff you need to action - i.e. your 'to do list',  the
items will either be:
 

Recurring actions   OR 
Projects 

 

1.
2.

Staying on top of routine tasks:

 Decide what they are, e.g.: 
bills to pay
Contacts to enter
claims to make
correspondence to complete
items to read
items for other people to action
items to file
website to update
payments to process

1.

 

2.  Set your time place cue: 
FSet aside a regular time and place to get those tasks done.  Book the time in your
diary and have a set place where you do each one.  That could be at your desk,
in your car, on a plane, at the kitchen bench.  It doesn't matter, just try to keep it the
same. E.g. Daily I empty my email, Mondays I do my bills to pay, Wednesdays I
update my contacts, Fridays, I update my website and finish my filing.  
 

3.  Create labels 
As each 'routine task' comes into your electronic in tray and physical in-tray, ensure
you have folders set up to handle each task.   Refer to the list in step 1.  
 

4.  Move it on:
For each item, ask  "what is the very next thing I need to do with you?"  And then send
it to the next part of your station.  If it's a project, it goes into the project file.  If
something you need to keep for future reference, it will go into your reference files. 
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eFlow - Power through your Projects

The beginning, the middle
and the end of projects.  

On your action list, the tasks that aren't 'business as
usual', recurring actions, are PROJECTS. 
  
What are the key projects on your list for the end of
2019?  Which ones do you need to make sure you
'wrap up' and which ones can / will keep going into
2020?  Your projects could be:  taking a new course,
home renovations, helping your child transition from
primary school to secondary, planning a holiday,
planning a career change, hosting Christmas.  
 
For the projects you choose to complete this year, 
 your eFlow system should support you by - containing
all the information related to your project in the one
file, making that file virtually available to you
regardless of the location you're in, as well as your
team (you could use Google Drive or Dropbox or other
file sharing tools) and it should contain a project
planner.  
 

 

There are fantastic tools available to keep your projects organised, for example Trello
boards which we use for some projects (pictured above), that contain everything relating to
your project in the one place. It's visually appealing and you can share your project with
others. There's also in-built 'movement' in your project as you can move cards along as you
complete them and you can connect it all to your dropbox folders and other apps.  
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eFlow - Reference

 

"Success seems to be largely
a matter of hanging on after
others have let go"  William
Feather

Find it  when you need it .  

Where should I keep my bank statements? How long do I need to keep my tax records? Where
did I put my car registration?  Vaccination records for the kids?  Where's that email from an old
client I never responded to?   
 
Set up an intutive way to store all your information, preferably electronically, so you can find it when you need
it.  
 
We keep information for a variety of reasons:  the most common which are for reflection on the past and and
projection - records from the past allow ou to plan for the future.  
 
For example, holding on to your Christmas receipts from last year allows you to calculate how much you spent
over the season and you can use it to estimate how much you'll spend this year.  Everyone feels good about
having a certain amount of information, however that amount varies dramatically from person to person.  This
year, we want you to review the information you're hanging on to and ask yourself:
Do I really need it?
Can I get it elsewhere if I lose it?
Is it private and therefore should it be kept securely?
Can I organise it better?  
 Here are some common reference categories:    Ready reference information, Important documents, Financial
information, Household expenses, Vehicle information, Tax information, Warranties, Children's school reports,
etc.  If you run a business, you may also need:  Supplier information, product and pricing info, client files, staff
information, procedures for your business, etc.
 
Set your limits - how much will you keep and how far back do you need it.  Review your folder and file names -
do they make sense to you and have you duplicated information?   Look after the 20% - most information is
unnecessary.  Only 20% of the information we keep is actually ever referred to again.   
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eFlow - outgoing

Outgoing

The liberating act of deleting files could save you up to 12 weeks a
year.  Even if that's an exaggeration, think back to the personal and
professional reasons you have for getting organised and your vision
board and know that everything you keep that you don't need or want
or love is clutter.  
 
Before deleting financial records, check with your accountant.  
 
The other thing to check is that when you do delete files, you empty
the trash can as well.   
 
Remember we have an infinite capacity to attract electronic information
into our lives - images, emails, downloads, but the more we have, the
more we need to manage.  Make a few dates in your diary to lighten
your load.  Your 2020 self will love you for it. 
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Part 8:  Work Flow 
 WELLBEING AT WORK

Set expectations and
boundaries

Your comings and goings
Plan ahead

Your non negotiables
Play to your strengths 

Business / Work
Review

Coach 
How am I tracking? 

What do I need to succeed?
How am I playing to my

strengths? 

Atomic Habits

We are what we repeatedly do
Morning rituals

Managing stress levels
Celebrate the milestones

2020 planning 
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Part 8:  W
ork Flow

"In the past, jobs were about muscles, now they're about

brains, but in the future, they'll be about the heart".   

Minouche Shafik, director, London School of Economics.   

Bring your whole self and whole heart to work, but also assert and maintain your boundaries say the
experts.  
 
Sounds simple, but at this time of year, when the emotional and mental fuel tank is low, and everyone is
busy honouring boundaries it can be very hard to do.   In fact, Presenteeism - the practice of being
present at one's place of work but due to illness or other medical conditions or working more hours
than is required, not .  Woody Allen sad that 80% of success in life can be attributed to shimply showi
 
Brene Brown says:  Setting boundaries is making clear what's o.k and what's not o.k. and why.  Setting
boundaries is vulnerable and brave. I say the first person you need to be clear to is yourself.  
 
Most of us know the impact that absenteeism has on a workplace: loss of productivity, impact on others'
workload and the ripple effect is analysed and calculated by Human Resource professionals. So
considering whether to call in sick, knowing that someone else will need to pick up the slack often
leads to a decision to 'man up' and show up anyway, contributing to the even higher costs of
presenteeism.   
 
The over-worked, over-extended, over-tired or even ill employee comes to view themselves as
indispensible and irreplaceable.  No time is given over to self-care.  Healthcare, teaching and social
work are arenas where presenteeism is rampant.  
 
Here are 9 signs that you might be suffering from Presenteeism:

Do you often work sick?
Have you worked while injured?
Have you presented for work exhausted when you should have taken a day off to rest?
Are you hesitant to take time off to go to the doctor?
Do you feel compelled by your employer to work while sick or injured?
Do you feel your self-worth is tied to your job?
Do you obsess over work or feel compelled to work even when you are away from work?
Do you avoid taking sick days due to loss of wages?
Do you choose over taking proper care of yourself or attending to your needs - proper diet, exercise,
adequate rest?  

Part 7:  Setting Expectations and healthy Boundaries
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Part 8:  W
ork Flow

So the cost of not setting boundaries at work is a feeling of overwhelm and lack of control.
Technology allows us to lead 24/7 work lives with virtually no boundaries.  According to author and
motivational speaker Tony Gaskins:  "You teach people how to treat you by what you allow, what
you stop and what you reinforce".  The following ten tips from www.forbes.com will help you set
healthy boundaries and enjoy the office Christmas party more this year: 
 
1.  Seek help;  Setting boundaries at work may be as simple as seeking advice from your manager.  
Prioritise your list and negotitate with your boss what you will and won't be accountable for this year
2.  Conduct a boundary audit: start by becoming more aware of those people and situations that
cause you stress and anxiety.  Write them down.  If you notice yourself feeling angry, resentful or
guilty, that's a sure sign that you may need to reset a boundary or communicate it more clearly.
3.  Set limits:  Once you have an idea of the areas where you need to focus, start setting limits. 
 One example could be not checking work email in the evenings between 6-9pm so you can focus
on family time.  Another may be to let your manager know that you need advance notice of work-
related travel so that you can plan your family holiday.
4.  Communicate clearly:  Once you set limits, you need to communicate them to your team clearly
and confidently.  For instance, if you don't want your team members to contact you at all hours, tell
them exactly when you will be available for work conversations.  If you don't wish to be contacted
on your annual holiday unless it is an emergency, make sure to clearly outline what constitutes an
urgent matter.  When a boundary gets violated, address it immediately.  It's better to reinforce your
limits in the moment than to wait.  
5.  Delegate more:  Being a good leader means delegating.  If you are expected to do the work of
50 people and feel overwhelmed with projects, chances are you're not doing a good job of
delegating work.  Fortunately, this is a skill that can be developed.  Learn to let go, trust your team
and play to their strengths.  
 
 

Part 7:  Setting Expectations and healthy Boundaries
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Part 8:  W
ork Flow

 
6.  Take time to respond.  One trick that may keep you from saying "yes" to that next project is the art of pausing.  For
example, the next time your boss asks you to take a last-minute business trip, hit the pause button before responding.
This technique will give you a chance to check-in with yourself to determine whether you have a conflict.  If needed, buy
yourself time and say, "that might work, let me just check my schedule and get back to you."  
7.  Practice saying no.  Peter Bregman of 18 minutes: Find your Focus, Master Distraction, and Get the Right Things
Done suggests choosing some easy, low-risk situations in which to practice saying no.  Say no when your waitress
offers you dessert.  Say no to the street vendor offering to sell you something. Go into a room by yourself, shut the door
and say no out loud ten times.  It sounds crazy, but it helps to build your "no" muscle.  
8.  Develop a system.  David Allen, a productivity expert and author of Getting Things Done:  The Art of Stress-Free
Productivity, suggests sorting through your to-do list and addressing each task in one of four ways:  

Do it
Defer it
Delegate it
Drop it

The important thing is to tackle each issue only once and move onto the next.  
9.  Create structure.  If you find yourself sucked into long, drawn-out meetings with your boss, create structure.  One
way to do this is to establish an agenda.  An agenda puts you in control and positions you as a leader.  You could also
create structure by setting a meeting where one didn't exist.  A short weekly check-in might be more efficient than
having your boss continually popping by your office unannounced.  
10.  Prepare for pushback.  Once you start establishing healthy boundaries, you can expect others to react negatively. 
 This is a sign that the boundary is necessary and that it's working effectively.  It's also helpful to visualise your
boundaries getting crossed and imagine how you'll address those situations.  That way, when a moment like that
arises, you'll be able ot handle it rationally versus emotionally.  
Employees who are the happiest and most productive are those who set boundaries.  People who set limits gain
respect because they show respect for themselves.  Author and researcher Brene Brown says it best:  "Daring to set
boundaries is about having the courage to love ourselves, even when we risk disappointing others.  We can't base our
own worthiness on others' approval.  Only when we believe, deep down, that we are enough can we say, enough!  
 

Part 7:  Setting Expectations and healthy Boundaries (cont...)
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Play to Your Strengths
The VIA Strengths classification was created by

Professor Martin Selligman.  

Find out more here:  www.viastrengths.org.  

Strengths are like the wind in our sails, providing energy and power as we move
towards our goals.  They are characteristics that are natural to us and energise us. 
 
When our strengths are over-played, they can blow us off course.  Non-strengths
(sometimes referred to as weaknesses) are attributes that we either need to work on
or work-around.  Non-strengths can also be holes in our boat that cause us to sink if
we don't check them. 
 
Here's how you can better play to your strengths: 
 

 Discover your signature strengths - take this FREE assessment:  
     http://momentumfirst.pro.viasurvey.org/ and you will receive a personalised report
which explains your unique strength profile. 
 
2.  Brainstorm your signature strengths with your accountability partner and your non-
stregnths and brainstorm different ways you can leverage them to achieve your
goals. 

1.

Part 7:  WORK FLOW
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Now that you have

applied the oxygen

mask to your own life,

you can help others

The golden egg:
Contribution

. . .means more for everyone
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By purchasing a copy of

Organised By Christmas,

you are providing relief

for Australians who

would otherwise go

hungry.    

 

$1 puts two meals on the

table.   
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1.  One in five Australians experienced mental ill-health this year, ( https://www.blackdoginstitute.org.au/docs/default-source/factsheets/facts_figures.pdf?sfvrsn=8)
2.  Australians will spend close to $25 billion Christmas
this year. (https://www.news.com.au/finance/business/retail/australians-are-set-for-a-very-costly-christmas-but-it-will-plunge-many-of-us-into-serious-debt/news-story/513c469f8710c9b9138d1fe38a9d62ab)  on 
3.  Christmas time is the most common time for heart attacks (https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2018/12/17/heart-attacks-most-likely-happen-10-p-m-christmas-eve-study-says/2334360002/).
4.  Domestic violence related calls surge by 20 per cent during the Christmas-New Year's break
a.  (https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/domestic-violence-to-surge-over-christmas-20181224-p50o25.html
5.  December is the worst month for road trauma in
Australia https://www.smh.com.au/national/december-is-the-worst-month-for-road-trauma-in-australia-20181223-p50nyk.html 
6.  The cost to organisations of mental ill health is $10.9 billion (https://www.headsup.org.au/docs/default-source/resources/bl1270-report---tns-the-state-of-mental-health-in-australian-workplaces-hr.pdf?sfvrsn=8)
7.  Researchers say that presenteeism can cut individual productivity
by one-third or more. (https://hbr.org/2004/10/presenteeism-at-work-but-out-of-it)
8.  Underlying the research on presenteeism https://hbr.org/2004/10/presenteeism-at-work-but-out-of-it?cm_sp=Article-_-Links-_-Comment
9.  Relationship Costs:
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/dec/27/its-the-week-for-divorce-but-perhaps-we-should-think-twice
10.the optimism bias (https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0960982211011912
11.planning fallacy(https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0065260110430014)
12.The broaden and build paradigm (https://langleygroupinstitute.com/wp-content/uploads/Fredrickson_AmPsych_2001-1.pdf)
13.Vision board https://cccnews.info/2019/07/10/op-ed-forget-the-dream-board-you-need-a-do-board/ 
14.Fourteen million Aussies want to cut down their spending (https://www.commbank.com.au/guidance/newsroom/financial-wellbeing-goals-201704.html)
15.$11 billion on gifts for our friends and family. (https://www.smh.com.au/money/australians-to-spend-11b-on-christmas-presents-20171204-gzynky.html)
16.people don’t plan ahead and almost one in 10 will leave their shopping until Christmas Eve. (https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2236735/6-7m-leave-Christmas-shopping-December-24th-buying-gifts-PETROL-STATION.html)
17.people don’t budget or track what they spend.   (https://www.news.com.au/finance/business/retail/australians-are-set-for-a-very-costly-christmas-but-it-will-plunge-many-of-us-into-serious-debt/news-story/513c469f8710c9b9138d1fe38a9d62ab)
18.the average Australian will spend $573 on gifts for their family,
friends, and workmates  billion.(https://www.commbank.com.au/guidance/newsroom/christmas-consumer-budget-and-spending-2018-201812.html) 
19.That brings the nation’s total holiday-related expenditure to $25
billion. (https://www.finder.com.au/press-release-nov-2018-christmas-cracker-aussies-to-spend-25-billion-this-festive-season)
20.40% of the total Christmas spend in 2017 was
on credit cards.(https://www.news.com.au/finance/business/retail/australians-are-set-for-a-very-costly-christmas-but-it-will-plunge-many-of-us-into-serious-debt/news-story/513c469f8710c9b9138d1fe38a9d62ab)
21.  we use
more than 150,000km of wrapping paper during Christmas (https://www.nationalstorage.com.au/blog/christmas-waste-australia/
22. Over 44,000 under 25 that are sleeping rough each night, (https://www.csi.edu.au/media/uploads/UWA_Cost_of_Youth_Homelessness_2_KuddSko.pdf)
23. TrackMySpend App from ASIC so you can keep your items in
check:  Here it is:  https://moneysmart.gov.au/tools-and-resources/calculators-and-apps/mobile-apps/trackmyspend
24.shop-bought coffee cost(https://www.smh.com.au/business/small-business/would-you-pay-5-for-a-cup-of-coffee-20170706-gx5nd4.html) .
25.ING Direct’s Cost of Going to Work report - (https://newsroom.ing.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Media-release-The-cost-of-going-to-work-FINAL.pdf)
26.one year of their lives looking for lost items
and 23% of adults report that they pay bills late   (https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2117987/Lost-today-Misplaced-items-cost-minutes-day.html)
27.de-cluttering, you will reduce the amount of
housework by up to 40%.(https://theorganisingschool.com/reduce-housework/#targetText=Getting%20rid%20of%20clutter%20will,and%20a%20sense%20of%20peace.
28.73% of us form impressions of our colleagues
by the way their desks are organised. (http://shesorganised.com/top-ten-reasons-to-de-clutter-your-life/)
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29.free radicals
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/324863.php#targetText=The%20brain%20is%20particularly%20vulnerable,a%20substantial%20amount%20of%20oxygen.&targetText=During%20oxidative%20stress%2C%20excess%20free,the%20risk%20of%20
Parkinson's%20disease.)
30.Serotoninhttps://www.medicalnewstoday.com/kc/serotonin-facts-232248)
31.  bacteria that lives in our gut (microbiota)and intestinal permeability. (https://gut.bmj.com/content/67/9/1716)
32.The Gut (https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2019/02/evidence-mounts-gut-bacteria-can-influence-mood-prevent-depression)
33.Gut length  ,(https://hypertextbook.com/facts/2001/AnneMarieThomasino.shtml
34.80% of our entire immune system is containedin our gut, (https://www.health24.com/Medical/Flu/Preventing-flu/your-gut-is-the-cornerstone-of-your-immune-system-20160318.
35.Gut hormones. (http://www.drpaulfroomes.com.au/gut-reloaded-by-dr-paul-froomes/)
36.Gut bacteria These bacteria playan essential role in your health. (https://foodandmoodcentre.com.au/2016/07/what-is-the-gut-microbiome/)
37.Probiotics and anxiety anxietylevels, https://www.psychologytoday.com/au/blog/urban-survival/201809/can-probiotics-help-reduce-anxiety#targetText=Taking%20a%20probiotic%20could%20reduce,it%20could%20significantly%20reduce%20anxiety.
38.Advantages of Japanese diet https://www.health.harvard.edu/blog/nutritional-psychiatry-your-brain-on-food-201511168626
39.The 1989 Exxon Valdez oil spill (https://blog.gooddayswork.ag/blog/harvest-safety-fight-sleep-deprivation-and-fatigue)
40.space shuttle disaster (https://www.huffpost.com/entry/sleep-deprivation-accidents-disasters_n_4380349?
guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAACVHyctOCw8jeEFDUuQw_ea_Axlh6v9S0dD9Igkc1mUr0MZ4nKA-soDb2Kta6BLSEslhGXH1LOtlijjdIMV-WYmm8Lo7OfGpgqBP7VjNrqj7CmF5lo-8yNKMq44j-
M8Xw2JBs99dkRsdMX3sr0S1wfxBD7caR7PZwXunlP66_1kO) 
41.Chernobyl nuclear accident (http://large.stanford.edu/courses/2017/ph241/walker2/)
42.motor vehicle crashes that result in death orserious injury.(https://www.mynrma.com.au/-/media/documents/reports-and-subs/road-safety-series-3-dead-tired.pdf?la=en&hash=B4B0B71A355CA118275A955381A600E9)
43.sleep deprivation https://7news.com.au/the-daily-edition/australia-is-a-nation-of-sleep-deprivation-here-are-three-tips-to-a-good-nights-sleep-c-487797
44.fatigue and driving Studies   https://www.mja.com.au/journal/2003/178/8/fatal-distraction-case-series-fatal-fall-asleep-road-accidents-and-their
45.three million Australians suffer from chronicsleep disorders https://sydney.edu.au/news-opinion/news/2016/05/11/poor-sleep--sorting-fact-from-fiction.html
46.The Australasian Sleep Association suggeststhat about 46 percent of people rate their sleep fair/poor. https://www.sleephealthfoundation.org.au/files/Asleep_on_the_job/Asleep_on_the_Job_SHF_report-WEB_small.pdf 
47.just 1 hour less sleep at night can impactone’s alertness the next day by 25%. https://www.businessinsider.com/missing-1-hour-sleep-makes-it-easier-to-get-sick-2017-2?IR=T48.Research suggest that chronic sleep loss mayalso impair the body's ability to
develop antibodies [https://www.researchgate.net/publication/11146743_Effect_of_sleep_deprivation_on_response_to_immunizaton]49.According to the Australian Sleep Foundation,anything less than five minutes to fall asleep at night means you’resleep-
deprived. https://reverie.com/blog/post/how-long-does-it-take-to-fall-asleep#targetText=Conventional%20wisdom%20goes%20that%20if,matter%20of%20poor%20sleep%20hygiene.
50.30 minutes of dim light before hitting thehay, (ideally a light level of ~3 lux!) (https://www.ted.com/talks/russell_foster_why_do_we_sleep/up-next?language=en
51.a sizeable quantum of Australians (20%)were part of a stepfamily and it is one of the fastest growing familyunits. https://www.sbs.com.au/topics/life/family/article/2017/08/11/why-its-time-start-celebrating-stepfamilies
52.Emma Tapping http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-3352684/Mother-three-spent-1-500-300-Christmas-presents-children-insists-NOT-spoilt.html
53.  9 out of 10 children will openup envelopes laden with cash for Christmas. http://www.roymorgan.com/findings/6973-kids-favourites-dont-have-to-be-guessing-game-201609200848)
54.the number of domesticviolence related calls usually surge by 20 per cent during the Christmas-NewYear's break, https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/domestic-violence-to-surge-over-christmas-20181224-p50o25.html 
55.cardiac issues reportedly increased by 5% over xmas https://www.ausmed.com.au/cpd/articles/most-common-hospital-presentations-over-christmas
56.sundance crash https://www.smh.com.au/business/no-survivors-from-australian-miners-plane-crash-20100622-yso8.html 
57.says 5.6 million Australians are currently lonely .https://ontheline.org.au/blog/australian-red-cross-survey-millions-suffering-loneliness/
58.lonely increases our likelihood of earlier death by 26%. http://theconversation.com/loneliness-is-a-health-issue-and-needs-targeted-solutions-96262#targetText=Loneliness%20has%20been%20found%20to,than%20the%20risk%20for%20obesity.
59.Men not reaching out https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/theory-knowledge/201411/why-is-it-so-hard-some-men-share-their-feelings
60.Robert Putnam argued in his book about thedisappearance of civic life. (Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Revival of American Community (2000) ISBN 978-0-7432-0304-3)
61.https://www.helpguide.org/articles/healthy-living/volunteering-and-its-surprising-benefits.htm 
62.volunteering https://www.helpguide.org/articles/healthy-living/volunteering-and-its-surprising-benefits.htm 
63.Oxytocin and first stages of romanticattachment  .https://www.healthline.com/health/love-hormone#targetText=Researchers%20in%20one%202012%20study,to%20the%20intensity%20of%20orgasms.
64.Oxytocin and a predisposition to donate tocharity https://www.apa.org/monitor/2011/03/oxytocin
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65.An unhappy relationship can shorten yourlife  by 4 to 6 years and inc chances of getting sick by 35%. https://www.goodhousekeeping.com/health/wellness/advice/a25181/unhealthy-effects-fighting/
66.94% accuracy whether a couple will divorce. https://reallifecounseling.us/predict-divorce-gottman/#targetText=In%201992%2C%20Dr.%20John%20Gottman,leading%20a%20couple%20to%20divorce. 
67.2 types of people in relationships - the‘masters’ and the ‘disasters’.https://www.gottman.com/about/research/ 
68.volunteering or donating to charities, has apositive impact on your physical and mental health and can contribute to alonger life. https://sydney.edu.au/news-opinion/news/2017/05/03/7-surprising-benefits-of-volunteering-.html
69.food insecurity is definedas individuals or households having limited or uncertain physical, social oreconomic access to sufficient, safe, nutritious and culturally relevant food.https://news.un.org/en/story/2019/04/1035921
70. top rating photo book suppliers for 2019 and here’s yourchoice:  https://www.choice.com.au/electronics-and-technology/internet/using-online-services/buying-guides/photobook-services
71.Almost a quarter of gift cards (23%) given this Christmas will beunwanted and unredeemed,  wasting Australians in 2017 waste $70 million in unredeemed gift cards, accordingto research by comparison site Finder.com.au.
https://www.smh.com.au/money/saving/australians-waste-70m-a-year-on-unused-gift-cards-20170729-gxl9hi.html
72.gift card data https://www.finder.com.au/press-release-oct-1-in-4-aussies-dont-like-giftcards-2


